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ENHANCED
BRAND
CONTENT FOR
BRAND OWNERS
What you’ll learn
Enhanced Brand Content (EBC) is a useful tool that can increase
your product sales while you build a recognizable brand on
Amazon. EBC provides your brand the advantage of engaging
customers directly on the product detail pages. Adding EBC
to your detail pages can increase traffic, conversion, and sales,
and can help to reduce returns and bad reviews. This tool is
currently exclusively available to brand owners enrolled in the
Amazon Brand Registry.
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What

is Enhanced Brand Content (EBC)?
Having EBC on a detail page has been shown to
attract more customers and can lead to a sales
increase of 5% or more1 in the first year after
the content is added to the page.
Sharing your brand’s story
and educating customers
about your product helps
build brand awareness with
customers. The Enhanced
Brand Content tool allows
you to do this by adding
additional images, text, and
merchandising modules
to engage customers and
provide more information as
they consider purchasing one
of your products.

“

Standard detail page product description

Enhanced Brand Content product description

Enhanced Content on
our Amazon pages is
a very powerful way
for us to display our
product.

”

Seller: DBROTH, August 2016, Camera

Results are compiled from various studies performed by Amazon. Results vary depending on the quality of content, price of product, and the product category.

1
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Why

should I add

EBC to my product detail pages?

More than 55% of US shoppers begin their product
search on Amazon, and they use the information on
product detail pages2 to do their research.
The product detail page is your point of interaction with the customer. Having content that
engages them, educates them about your products, and gets them excited about your brand
is key to driving a purchase and growing brand awareness. Having EBC on a detail page has
been shown to attract more customers and can lead to a sales increase of 5% or more3 in the
first year after the content is added to the page.

Benefits of adding EBC to an
ASIN include:
Increase conversion
EBC pages can help convert customers who are on
the fence about purchasing a product by providing
more details that can help convince them to make
the purchase.

Drive traffic
Adding EBC to your detail page can improve the
product’s search ranking and where your product
shows up in Amazon search results.

Increase sales
Studies have shown that increased traffic and
conversion that comes with adding high quality
EBC can drive a sales increase of more than 5%.
2
3

Reduce customer returns & negative
reviews
Providing customers with more information about
your product, including specific feature details,
functionality, and specifications helps them make
a more informed purchase decision, which can
lead to fewer returns and fewer negative customer
reviews from unsatisfied buyers.

Encourage repeat purchases
Sharing your brand story and more information
about your products can drive customers to explore
your other products and increase repeat purchases
from your brand, helping to develop a loyal
customer base.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-09-27/more-than-50-of-shoppers-turn-first-to-amazon-in-product-search
Results are compiled from various studies performed by Amazon. Results vary depending on the quality of content, price of product, and the product category.
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“ The conversion rate on one

of the ASINs we optimized
with Enhanced Content
increased by 40%, with sales
up exponentially over the
past year. The strategic use of
EBC for our ASINs has clearly
delivered the impressive results
that we were striving for, so
we will continue to expand on
this strategy in the future to
maximize success.

”

Seller: Etekcity Corporation, July 2016, Home Improvement
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How

do I add Enhanced Brand Content to my detail pages?
To access the EBC tool you must enroll in, and be approved by, the Amazon Brand Registry. If you
have not enrolled yet, refer to the Apply to the Brand Registry section in this Help page and click
‘Apply to register your brand.’
After enrolling your brand, follow
the below steps:

1

2

3

Select Enhanced Brand Content
from the Advertising dropdown in
Seller Central.
Enter the SKU of the product you
want to add content to. If you add
content at the parent level, the
template will publish to every child
as well.
Select one of the five templates:
Templates 1, 2, and 4 feature
many image placements, where
templates 3 and 5 work well with
fewer, large images.

4

Follow the prompts at the top of the
page: Add images that maximize
the allotted space, add text to the
designated text boxes to describe the
details or features of your product.

5

Preview the page to make sure all
the images are loaded properly and
it looks like your other branded
pages to provide customers a
consistent experience with your
brand.

6

Submit to Amazon for system
review. If the page is approved, it
will be auto-published within 7
days. If violations are found in a
submission, your dashboard will
show that SKU as “rejected”.

7 If your content submission is not

approved, select “edit” in your
dashboard to modify the page and
then resubmit. When revising the
submission you will see the reason
for the original content rejection at
the top of the page. To avoid having
to edit and resubmit your content
make sure your content:
• Has clear images without
any text.
• Is free of spelling or
grammar errors.
• Does not contain specific
pricing or promotion details.

Tip
A general piece of advice about what
to include: think about what questions
your customers may have or what
information they may want.
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Enhanced Brand Content

Keep these strategies and best practices in mind as you get started with Enhanced Brand Content:

Tip 1
Add content for all
your products

Tip 2
Tip 3
Add EBC to Sponsored Make your message
Product and deal ASINs clear

For the largest initial impact,
focus first on adding content
to ASINs that already have lots
of traffic. However, in order
to maximize brand awareness
and create a consistent
experience for your customers,
continue to add content to all
ASINs.

Running a Lightning Deal or
Sponsored Products campaign
can drive a lot of traffic to
your ASIN. Adding EBC to
these ASINs before they
are merchandised can help
you convert these customers
and may lead to higher brand
recognition and repeat purchases.

Customers spend a short
period of time on each ASIN so
use EBC to highlight the most
important information you
want to make sure they read.
You don’t have to add every
product detail.

This example has a great use of space. It showcases product features without using too much text.
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Enhanced Brand Content
Tip 4
Use professional
quality images
and highlight
product features
Use images that highlight
product features or show
your product in use.
Customers use this content to
learn more about the product
so avoid generic or lifestyle
images that don’t showcase
the product. The example
below has professional
quality images and shows
how the product works.

Tip 5
Know your
customers and their
purchase barriers
For the most impact on
conversion and sales, be sure
to address your customers’
most common concerns.
Pull insights from customer
reviews, returns, and
customer communication
to identify what topics you
should cover.
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For more information
Visit the following resources
for additional details and
help creating Enhanced
Brand Content:
Seller Central EBC page
Detailed overview of
Enhanced Brand Content
Here are a few examples of
high quality EBC pages:
Consumer electronics
Apparel
Grocery
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